
Wasatch County Fire Board of Directors Meeting 

July 13th, 2022 

Meeting held at the Wasatch County Administration Building located at 25 N Main, Heber City. 

Those in Attendance: 

Spencer Parks- absent 

Danny Goode  

Steve Farrell 

Mark Nelson 

Kendall Crittenden 

Marilyn Crittenden- Partially Attended 

Jeff Wade  

 

Deputy Chief Hales 

EMS BC Provost  

Dustin Grabau 

Kiersten Smith  

Kristen Richardson 

Mike Davis  

 

 

Minutes 

Councilman Farrell: Welcome, Welcome to the Wasatch County Fire District meeting for August. We 
have the fireboard here with the exception of Councilmen Park and Councilwoman Crittenden. We will 
start out with an approval for the minutes for July 12th.  

Councilman Nelson: Motion Approved 

Councilman Farrell: We have a motion by Councilman Nelson to approve the minutes.  

Councilman Wade: Second. 

Councilman Farrell: Second from Councilman Wade.  



A motion was made to approve the minutes by Councilman Nelson. The motion was seconded by 
Councilman Wade. The motion passed with all in favor.  

 

Warrants 

Councilman Farrell: We have warrants in the amount of $394,788.75. I don’t see anything that’s not 
typical. Chief is there anything that is noticeable on the warrants that we should see. 

Chief Hales: No sir.  

Councilman Nelson: Motion Approved.  

Councilman Farrell: We have a motion by councilman Nelson. Do we have a second? 

Councilman Crittenden: Second.  

Councilman Farrell: We have a second by councilman Crittenden.  

A motion was made to approve the warrants by councilman Nelson. The motion was seconded by 
councilman Crittenden. The motion was passed with all in favor.  

 

Chief’s Report 

Councilman Farrell: Lets go to the chief’s report.  

2022 Q2 Financial Report: 

Kiersten Smith:  

We will make this quick and easy for you. At the back of your financials there are some notes. I won’t 
really go through what’s there. There is more detail there for your information. Highlighted somethings I 
though you might be interested in. Instead we will focus more on revenues and expenses. On page 4 we 
will start with our general fund. Our tax revenue is going to be low this time of year. Most the tax 
revenue comes in at the end of the year. So that’s to be expected at the 3.9% so far this year. Our 
operating revenue is at 85% of our budget at this point. Which is great. We are of course expecting to be 
over budget for ambulance revenues. We budgeted for 1.2 million and we are already at 75, almost 75% 
of the anticipated budget for the year. We do expect that to be going over, which is why our percentage 
thus far is so high. Other than that everything I think looks really good on our revenues we are doing 
really well on the revenue side for the general fund. 

On the next page which is your expenses for the general fund. Overall we are at 47%. So we are 50% 
through the year in this report. We’re 40% of our budgeted expenses. You will see a few line items that 
look really high, but then you will see the dollar amounts are really small, so it is nothing to be 
concerned about. Nothing to worry about. We are doing really well on salary and benefits. Just see we 
are at 46% which is great. Then going down through, nothing really stands out that I am concerned 
about or that raises any questions for me. You will see somethings that are tiny, or that have to do with 
liability insurance you will see that here at 21%. So it is slightly over what we anticipated for the year. 



Not unexpected with what has happened with premiums and how the inflation has affected those 
premiums for the year. We will end up amending slightly probably come the end of the year.  

For the general fund, if you flip over to page 7. You will see our revenues for the general fund. Most the 
general fund revenues are impact fees. We already have received 1.4 million in impact fees so far this 
year, and we have budgeted for a million, so we are already over our anticipated budget for the year. 
Hopefully we will get even more since we are going to be using that right away. We will be using those 
fees for building the new fire station. So it comes in really handy to have that money coming in. Doing 
well there. There really aren’t expenses for the capital project funds, because what we end up doing 
with those impact fees, or that money that has been designated by you as the board, is we will transfer 
it over in the operating transfers over to the general fund to then pay for those bills. So the only 
expension you will see here is that transfer to the other fund.  Nothing really unusual. The other item 
that was in with the packet was your operating reserve analysis with the pretty red bars on it. So 
according to the policy we view this each year. So this is a snapshot of come December 31st  2021, where 
the reserve was. So our reserve was just shy of $500,000. The reserve we are shooting for is about 1.6 
million. So we have a ways to go. For our budget this year right now we have budgeted at $163,000 
more to that. We are still going to be short. In the reserve it was set to that we would fund it within 5 
years. Most likely its going to take a little bit longer than that. It really depends on what happens by the 
end of the year. If we can put more money in, and you guys approve it in the budget, we will. If not, we 
will stick to what we have here which is that $163,000. Are there any questions you had as you reviewed 
the financial statements, that I can answer for you? Or is there any accounts you have concerns about 
you would like me to look into for you? 

Councilman 5:40 : I have none. 

Councilman Nelson: A motion to approve the Financial Report. 

Councilman Crittenden: Second 

A motion was made to approve the Financial Report by councilman Nelson. The motion was seconded 
by Councilman Crittenden. The motion was passed with all in favor. 

 

Councilman Farrell: Let the records show that Councilwoman Crittenden is now with us. Chief.  

Chief Hales: We appreciate that, and we appreciate all the hard work she does on our behalf to keep our 
finances in order. Just a few notable items that we would like to chat with you about. We had an 
opportunity last Thursday to go before the community impact board on behalf of our new station. Our 
fire board chair Farrell could maybe give us more insight on the next steps, but I will say that throughout 
the meeting I had a lot of anticipation with what was going on. A lot of the mineral producing counties 
where being questioned quite a bit on their ask. Again, a lot of their asks where grant based, where ours 
is more of a, is a loan. There was quite a bit of questioning particularly from the Utah State Tax 
Commission, and from the Governor’s office. It was quite a big scrutiny. Which is good, and I think that 
we where well prepared. All in all we where fortunate to have that board approve our application and 
move it to the funding meeting in October. They did that unanimously which is a good sign. Obviously, 
we still have to go through that process. We have a big ask. We are asking for $14.2 Million. Our 
application was that loan amount for 1.5%. They approved that loan amount for 2%.  



Councilman Crittenden: How much?  

Chief Hales: For $14.2 Million at 2% interest for 30 Years. With that we felt that with our current climate, 
that was a win. Where interest rates are, and everything. Again it is a big ask, and we hope that being 
moved to the CIBs priority funding list, and going to that funding meeting, we’ll have success moving 
forward. So with that Said our station project we are continuing to work with AJC, our architect. They 
are working on elevations and  renderings to present to the Heber City VRC. We do have to go through 
that process. Which was news to me, but maybe you already knew, our station location even though it’s 
on that 2nd East and 12th south, still falls into their Main Street Corridor guidelines that they have set out. 
As far as the color of masonry, how much masonry, and all that kind of stuff. Type of roofing, and type of 
plan. So our architect is working through that planning process to get that approved. We are continuing 
to move that project forward. You will note in that packet there is about $40,000 check to AJC for 
services rendered so far. I think we are close to about 50% of the drawings, cause they do have some of 
the electrical, mechanical scope in there, but again we will continue to work with that.  

Since our last meeting, we through your approval, we have awarded the realignment of the culvert to 
Hughes and Associates. So that has been awarded and they are beginning that process of redoing that. 
So you may see in the next couple of months some larger checks for that, that will have to come out of 
this capital fund to pay for that realignment. Our budget is about $500,000, but we are working through 
that.  

Councilman Crittenden: What is our time frame on that, getting that done? 

Chief Hales: They are working on it now. Our goal is to have it done by the end of November. They really 
want to get it done before the frost sets in. It is just kind of balancing.  

Councilman Farrell: Do we have to wait for the water? 

Chief Hales: Yeah, so what they will do is work on some of the reroute before they do the tie in. Get that 
taken care of.  

Councilman Crittenden: With that canal down there are they going to pipe it over to the end? will that 
piece that faces 6 South, will that be concrete?  

Chief Hales: For… 

Councilman Crittenden: Because it comes straight down.  

Chief Hales: Down 12th south?  

Councilman Crittenden: Down 12th South, yeah. 

Chief Hales: So, we are looking at two options. The original option was to have that open and fenced. It 
would be kind of a rock look, but we are really trying to entertain the fact of burying that whole thing. 
We don’t need it to where it will support apparatus of 75,000-pound vehicles, but if we don’t have to 
have an open culvert, the unsightliness and all the other components, fencing and stuff as a factor, we 
are going to try to push towards that. That will all come down to exactly what that will cost us. Hughes is 
working on what those funds are. 

Councilman Crittenden: So it might not be buried then? 



Chief Hales: If we can. We will have the stuff we can drive on, and then the other components there as 
well. Do you have any questions on the station at all?  

Councilman Farrell: Eric was very well prepared and gave an excellent presentation to the board.  

Chief Hales: Thank you.  

Councilman Farrell: This is the first board meeting they have had with the new board, and I have sat on 
that board for 7 years, and I have never seen projects scrutinized to the degree they where scrutinized 
this last time. There where projects that we use to just, it was like a rubber stamp, they went through 
the small projects and questioned every aspect. We had one only $109,000 and they questioned it, and I 
think turned it down. Eric was very prepared at that meeting and had a response to all of their 
questions.   

Chief Hales: Thanks. Just real quick a couple of recaps. As we have mentioned last meeting, we are 
working on updating our policies. I know the county is working on that on their end as well. We’ve set a 
platform up on that teams, if you guys are familiar with Microsoft Teams, where all of the advisory 
board members can collaborate on those documents. So they’re basically coming together reviewing, 
you know we are going through the personnel section right now.  I think that is probably one of the 
most important sections to get through. I think there are 13 policies that they are reviewing right now. 
We’re collaborating on those. Our goal would be for the next board meeting to have something for you 
guys to approve. Having had the fire advisory commission review them, approve them, and weigh in on 
them, and present them to you. That is kind of what we are working on. We know going through a policy 
manual is going to be a long-term play, but it is just something we are working on we felt that, that 
platform was going to be the best to collaborate all these different folks and try to get that done as 
quickly as possible.  

Lastly just a few staffing updates. I believe we mentioned last time we are down two full time personnel. 
We did hire those folks and they’re kind of in their probationary period and training period right now. 
Probation lasts about a year, but we are just kind of getting them up to speed. So they are functional out 
there. They didn’t come to us with a lot of experience as you know. With all the trades and different 
professions out there, getting those highly qualified people that have a lot of experience, there is just 
not a huge pool. We are very grateful for the two individuals that we got. They are not local, they do 
commute in. Also we brought on 4 part time personnel to kind of help fill in for back fill. Right now we 
are doing that with our full-time staff. What that does and it incurs overtime costs. We’re you know, 
spending hundreds of hours of overtime every month for that. If we can get some folks who are just 
trying to get their foot in the door, get them some experience, get us some added value for a lower 
wage. I think that is the best way to kind of move forward with our staffing model.  

Councilman Farrell: Now are these more on the EMS side? 

Chief Hales: We right, that’s a great point, right now these are cross trained fire fighters and EMTs, so 
they can work both sides. One thing that Chief Clair Provost has worked on, and we were just awarded, 
we received a grant from the State of Utah’s Bureau of EMS for staffing and retention of EMS. Our 
thoughts are to hire some EMT onlys. To help us with our inner facility transfer. Right now, I am sure you 
guys have seen our little van going around, our little FedEx van that we take our patients too and from 
the hospital. Its cost effective, a lot less expensive than full size ambulances. They get better gas 



mileage. Anyway, with those, those are taking patients from the campus up here, the hospital up here, 
to the hospital in Salt Lake Valley or Utah Valley. When that happens that takes our Fire fighter 
resources out of the valley as well. Our thought is if we could get some, say we target college students at 
UVU, BYU, wherever, that want to get a little bit of experience we hire them part time. They work 12-
hour shifts. We don’t have to sleep them over. We don’t have to buy them 3-4 thousand in turn outs, 
but they can help us run those patients. Then we can keep our Firefighter resources. So Clair was able to 
get us a grant of about $76,000 to kind of help off set those costs. The commitment from the bureau is 
basically $70,000-$76,000 in the next three years. To help us offset those costs.  

Councilman Farrell: Per year?  

Chief Hales: Per year.  

Councilman Farrell: 70,000 bucks per year?  

Chief Hales: For the next three years. Our original ask was just around $220,000. They wanted to divide 
it up with just so many asks. So we felt that as a weight as well that kind of offset the cost. You can see 
our ambulance revenues are up so I think we can make up the difference between those things. We can 
hire these folks at a lower wage, we don’t have to pay full time benefits on them. Then they can kind of 
help us on this. We are going to do it on a part time basis and see if the program works. If it doesn’t, 
then its not like we’ve encumbered full time employees and now we are trying to say, oh now what do 
we do.  

Councilwoman Crittenden: So can I ask a question?  

Chief Hales: Absolutely.  

Councilwoman Crittenden: I understand getting them in at the lower wage, but there is also the sick 
issue, I’m guessing what your saying is that transporting from the hospital to another hospital isn’t a 
critical time for skills to be a higher level?  

Chief Hales: Well and, we do still maintain an EMT advanced level which is, there are three levels of EMS 
certification. Basic, advance, then paramedics. They still will have to have that level of training. We will 
not just hire a bunch of kids off of the street and let them run, because these folks are going to be 
representing us as the district.  

Councilman Farrell: So they will be working with the…  

Chief Hales: They will be working with the, we will kind of help with the offset of and at least get them 
up to speed. It would be great at some point if we could keep all of full-time staff in town and let them 
run that, but yeah you bring up a great point. You just can’t leave those folks in the back with some 
college kid who has never had any experience in the background. So we will make sure that we have a 
pretty extensive training regiment that they, everyone has to go through. We have to maintain our level 
of standard on our protocols. We will ensure that.  

Councilman Crittenden: You might end up with future employees that you know.  

Chief Hales: Absolutely, because anyone can probably do well on an interview and look good on paper, 
but if you get them around that kitchen table and you are working side by side with them, everyone’s 
true colors come out. So we hope that, that is kind of, that is a great point that we can use that as that 



platform of reign. We know we are growing, and we know that we will have to hire more full-time 
employees, so what a better way to do it, because that is the way we have done it in the past is hired 
from the volunteers and from the paid call staff. People we knew. So hopefully that works. That’s about 
all I have unless you guys have specific questions. I appreciate that.  

Councilman Farrell: I would just like to ask. What is our collection rate like on the ambulances?  

Chief Hales: Right now I still…  

Clair Provost: So are you talking our total revenue for the year or percentage?  

Councilman Crittenden: Insurance collection is what I think your after Steve. 

Councilman Farrell: Yeah, um no usually on the numbers we have a high debt.  

Clair Provost: I see, I see what you are saying. May I please address you.  

Councilman Farrell: Don’t make it too long.  

Clair Provost: I will make it short.  

Councilman Farrell: No you won’t  

Clair Provost: Yeah, I will. I think I’ve explained to you before that, we bill, we send out a total bill but 
with insurance as you well know, especially Medicaid and Medicare you only collect about 50% of what 
you bill. So our collection rates Steve, to answer your question, is about 58%. 

Councilman Farrell: 58%?  

Clair Provost: Yeah, I’ll tell you the group that we have doing our billing does a phenomenal job. We 
have a great relationship with them, and they work hard for us to try and get everything that they can.  

Councilman Nelson: So its not a question of bad debt, but a question of good ol’ insurance paying.  

Clair Provost: Exactly.  

Councilman Crittenden: That insurance won’t pay as much.  

Clair Provost: I think Kiersten can tell you we show often times because we only collect about 58%, we 
show the remainder of that uncollectable and it truly is uncollectable. Yeah, there is some bad debt out 
there for self-insurers, self-payment, but other than that its all insurance based.  

Councilman Farrell: So I guess my question would be, why do we bill them knowing they are not going to 
pay, why not just… 

Clair Provost: Because if we did that, they will…  

Kiersten Smith: You don’t ask for it you will never get it.  

Clair provost: If you bill 1,000, you will get 500. If you bill 500, you’ll get 250.  

Councilman Farrell: It’s a game.  

Clair Provost: It’s a game. Yeah, does that answer your question, Steve?  



Councilman Farrell: Yeah, thank you.  

Chief Hales: Yes, but those contracts will write off, so the insurance companies established are just what 
we have to live with so.  

Councilman Crittenden: Say weren’t we sometime years ago at 70%, have insurances gone up higher? 

Clair Provost: We were, but I think Mike can tell you that was not an accurate depiction of what we 
where actually collecting. That was when we were with the billing company out of Florida.  

Councilman Crittenden: Yeah.  

Clair Provost: And so, you’re right, but it wasn’t an actual true depiction.  

Councilman Crittenden: So it was probably, basically the same then. 

Clair provost: Yeah.  

Councilman Farrell: Wasn’t we at one time down to about 30%?  

Clair Provost: I don’t know that we have been that low Steve.  

Councilman Farrell: I know we have been low at one point.  

Clair Provost: This billing company as been doing an awesome job.  

Mike Davis: The problem we had back in the day was, the billing company we found out wasn’t even 
following up on bills. Sometimes not even sending them, and so our people had to figure that out and 
then we switched companies and then things improved.  

Councilman Crittenden: I assume that it is the same at doctor’s offices, critical thinking. If they code, it 
correctly then you get paid better.  

Clair Provost: That’s correct.  

Councilman Crittenden: But you have got to have somebody that knows how to code those things so 
that the insurance will pay.  

Clair Provost: I will Kendall to that point, that’s why you want a billing company that’s specific to doing 
that, because if we tried to do that in house…  

Councilman Crittenden: You would have to have someone in house who knows code.  

Chief Hales: Yes. Any other questions?  

Councilman Wade: I think we’re good chief.  

Chief Hales: OK we will move on to the advisory commission report.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Advisory Commission Report  

Dustin Grabau: Council we talked about many things you’ve already talked about. About the new, or it 
was then that the application to the CIB board and some of the policies that Chief Hales has mentioned. 
We talked a little bit about the Fire Chief Recruitment. We currently have 6 applicants for the Fire Chief. 
I believe it closes in a couple of weeks from Friday. The fire advisory commission did raise the concern 
that they felt that the bottom end of the salary range was too low, that it should have been higher. I 
think a little bit of that was a misconception that the recruitment was going to start there, but I think the 
fact that we have 6 applicants speaks to maybe its ok. I reached out to Dave about the possibility of 
amending that. I think that we still could. If you think that it’s a priority to do that recruitment and to 
have a higher salary range. I think that it is at least encouraging that we have 6 applicants so far.  

Councilman Farrell: How many applicants are in house? 

Dustin Grabau: I don’t know exactly. I could ask Dave if you want me to call him, I can do that. Yeah, I 
will find that, and I will let you know. I can send you an email on the advisory board that information as 
well. I’m trying to think if there’s anything else we talked about, Kiersten do you remember anything?  

Kiersten Smith: Did we only send it out Statewide, or did we send It Nationally. 

Dustin Grabau: So we distributed it into the group called the Western Fire Chiefs, which is kind of the 
western United States. I think that it kind of gets shared nationally as far as I am aware and that was as 
advised by the Fire Board.  

Mike Davis: Its part of the National Fire Chief’s Association.  

Councilman Crittenden: So it goes fairly wide. 

Dustin Grabau: We should get a pretty strong applicant pull at least that is the hope. I think at some 
point you will have to decide how you what you want the advisory board to do as far as providing 
feedback on those applicants once those applications have closed, and what that interview processes 
selection looks like. I don’t know if that is something you want us to recommend to you what we think it 
would look like? Or if that is something you have specific thoughts on how you would like that to look. If 
not we will take it back to the advisory board and bring you back a recommendation if you are ok with 
that.  

All: Yes 

Dustin Grabau: If there is nothing else, I think that is it from us.  

Closing Remarks 

Councilman Farrell: We will close this session. Is there anything else then, that we need to address?  



A motion was made by Councilman Crittenden to adjourn the meeting. The motion was seconded by 
Wade. The motion passed with all in favor.  

 


